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ISLAMIC

LAw OF

INHERITANCE AND WOMEN:

THE MYTH OF MISOGYNY
- Samreen Hussain

Abstract
To untkrstand the prop"ty nghn of Muslim women in India, it is necessary to
unckrrtand the position and status of women in IJ/nm, as well as in the Muslim
PeTronal Law practiced in India. The Indian Muslim womm is caught bnwun

buur
jim'" with grtaur and ,qual rights andfmloms within th, family and soci,ty. Sh,
is still governed by uparate cotk ofreligious family law, which is not codified and
is outdated. Undo this code. Muslim women continue to suffir humiliations and
disadvantages. Another feature of this cock is that it is regarded to be God-mark
and diviru and, thus, immutabk and jorever.
the luyalties toward her religion and community and her own desire for

II

In this artick, an attnnpt has bem mtUk to study the laws ofinhaitanu regarding
women as provitkd under the Sunni Islamic law. and whether the charg~s kvi~d
against it that it tTi~s to undermin~ ~qual rights as mshrintd undu th~ Indian
constitution holds waur, or th~re li~s a ekficimcy in und~rstanding tht ektp" truth
bryond what has bun portrayd S<condly. whuh" thm is scop' far modifjing
or ammding Shariat laws in orrin to achiro~ th~ goal ofgmekr tquality in tJu
prop~rty law rtgim~.
Th~ artick is diviekd into four parts; tht first part analysts tht position of womm
in tht Islamic and prt-Islamic Arabia. In th~ s~cond part, th~ inh~ritana rights
with r~sptct to Muslim womm is analystd, and tht immutability ofth~ traditional
inh~ritanu laws is sun from tht aitical mod~rn kns. Th~ third part d~a/s with th~
Shariat Application Act and its probkms. In th~ last part, som~ suggestions hav~
bun maek to improv~ th~ prop~rty rights of Indian womm.
"L~arn th~

laws ofinh~ritana, and uach than to the peopk; for thry are

ofuufol knowkdg'. "
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INTRODUCTION
The fact that the right to property is vital fo r freedom and development of a
human is well known ro all and is also accepted by a majo rity of the thinkers. '
The right ro property by way of inheritance, in India, is a very complex and
mul tifario us affaj r, owing ro the diversification of practices and customary laws.
The rights of Muslim wo men have evolved out OP a conStant Struggle between
the religionist and the secular forces. And like the property rights of Hindu or
C hristian women, property rights of Muslim women are unjust and inequitable
to an extent.

The Constitution ofIndia guarantees to all citizens the fundamental rights of
equality and freedom from all kinds of discrimination' ; despite this, the Muslim
women face discrimination in the entire realm of family laws . The policy of
the Indian state of maintaining different public and private spheres has served
to deny basic rights and equality to women and, furtherm ore, marginalize
their interest.
Leslie Kurshan : "Rethinking property rights as human rights: Acquiring Equal Property
rights for wo men usi ng international human rights trearies" 8 Am. Uj. Gender Soc.

Poly

6- L. 353 2000
2

Article 14 of the Ind ian Constitution states: Equali ty before law The Sta te shall not
deny (Q any perso n equality before the law or the equal protection o f the laws wi th in the
terri to ry of India; Prohibition of discrimin ation on grounds of religion , race, caste, sex

or place ofbinh. An icle IS states: Prohibition of discrimination on grounds of rel igion,
race , caste, sex or place

of bi rt h.

( 1) The State shall nO( discriminate against any ci tizen on grounds o nl y of religio n, race,
caste, sex, place of birth o r any of mem. (2); No citizen shall , on g rounds o nly of religion,
race, caste, sex , place ofb intl o r any of them , be subject to any disabili ty, liabili ty, resui cti o n
o r condition with rega rd ro

(a) access

to shops, public restaurants, ho tels and places of

public emerta.inmem; o r (b) the use of wells, tanks , bathing ghats, roads and places of
public reson . malntai ned who lly o r pardy out of State funds or dedicated ro (he use of

the gmen! public. (3)

s:yo:ul

orhi ng in rhis acricle shall preven< rhe Srare from making any

prtroUK>n for wo men and children.

(4) No thing

in this article or in clause (2) of

.\.."'tJde 29 5halI prevent the State fro m making any special provisio n for th e advancement

oi UT soc:iaJh- and educatio nally backward classes of c itizens o r fo r the Scheduled Castes
=o!

me Sch<duled Trih<s.
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This article tries to study the laws of inheritance regarding women as provided
under the Shariat and whether the cha rges levied against it that it tries to
undermine equal rights as enshrined under the Indian constitution holds water
o r there lies a deficiency in understanding the deeper truth beyond what has
been portrayed. Secondly, it studies whether there is a scope for modi fy ing or
amending Shariat laws in o rder to ach ieve the goal of gender equali ty in the
property law regime. For this purpose, the position of women and law relating
to

inheritance in Islam ic law has been analysed to highlight the difference

between the Qu ranic injunctions and how they are interpreted and app lied to
deny women her rightful claims . And, to see that there is poss ibility of reform
and ame ndment in the current schem e of Islami c inheritance law, and that
the problem exists in the Muslim Community as a whole, and not in Islamic
Law per se.

POSITION OF WOMEN IN ISLAMIC AND PRE-ISLAMIC SOCIETY
A co mmon pi cture w hich eme rges when talking about rights of Muslim
women is th at of an uneducated, veiled, oppressed , ignorant woman ,
holding the hands of multiple children. A woman with no vo ice or say in
her own life, who is subjected to the whims and fancies of her father brother,
husband or any other male relative. This oversimplification and generalization
is mostly the result of western notions of modernity and empowerment: A
women veil ed in bu rqa must be oppressed and ignorant, treated as property by
the male co unterparrs, with no sense of individuali ty or freedom, as opposed
to a modernly dressed women who must be well read and aware about her
rights and freedoms.
Furthermore, Islam has been criticized by most as having created a "maledominated" society. But, before venturing into the debate on inequalities
in Islam, as well as in the inh eritance laws, there is a need to understand the
Islamic Society.
In the pre- Islamic society, the pagan Arabs' social and politi cal strUCture was
defined by their tribal membership and was dominated by men . Women
141
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played little or no part in the religious, social or political affairs of the tribe.
Women were regarded as pro perry of men and were owned and abused like
any other properry.' In marriages, the consent of women was neither asked nor
required. She was bought and sold like a piece of meat or chattel by her father,
brother or another male relative. Men had absolute right over their body and
soul. Men had all the power to divorce or retain the wife without providing
for their maintenance or upkeep. Furthermore, as women were looked upon
as an encumbrance, female infanticide was a common practice. Women had
no right to inherit and could only dream of owning or disposing of properry'
Islam brought abour a radical change in the abominable treatment of women.
Qur'an gave women equal and independent identity in all spheres of life,
political, social , as well as spiritual , and along with this, it taught men that
women were their equal and created from the same souP Marriage became
sacrament contract between a man and a woman in which the consent was
mandatory, and the marriage gift commonly referred to as Mahr (Dower)
was to be paid to the bride, and not to her father" Monogamy was made as
the rule, and restricted and conditional polygamy was allowed only in cases
where it was possible to treat wives equally in each and every aspect. In divorce
proceedings , the participation of women became mandatory and maintenance
was obligatory on the husbands in instances of divorce.' Women were also given
right and power to divorce' Practices like female infanticide and inheriting a

3

For detail see Fai z Badrudin Tyabji, Muslim Law xvii ( N.M.Tripathi LTD, Bombay, 4"
edn , 1968), Asaf.A.A. Fyzc<, Oudin" of Muhammadan Law (Oxford Universiry Press,
Londo n, 13'" edn ,2004 )

4

Lamya AJ Faruqi, Womm, MUJlim Sociuy. and Islam , 4 New York University Press, New
York (I 988)

5

Ibid.

6

ld ar6.

7

Mary F. Radford "The Inheritance Righrs of Women Un der Jewish and Islam ic Law" 23
B.C. Int'l & Compo 1.. Rev. 135 (2000 ).

8

Apart from right ofTalaq provided to husband, women were given divorce rights in the
form ofkhula and talaq-e-tafweed. A mutual co nsent divorce was also introduced in the
name of mubaraar.
142
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widow by the heirs of the deceased along with his property were abolished. The
women were given inheritance rights as well as the right ro own and dispose
of her property without any incumbent or hindrances. The Prophet replaced
the co ncept of tribe with the family as the primary social unit.'
Th ro ughout his life, the prophet ofIslam was surrounded by fi erce and powerful
women who played a pivotal role in the life of the Prophet and the foundation
of the religion. "The Prophet's first wife, Khadija, supported his cause and
became known as "the Mother of all believers." Another of his wives, A'isha, is
portrayed as a powerful inRuence, both on the Prophet and on his followers. The
Prophet's daughter, Fatima, stood by him during his life and played a political
tole after his death ." " Despite these strong feminine inRuences, there is a belief
that women as a class do not fare well in Qur'an as well as in the Shari'a. The
reaso n might be that everywhere aro und the globe the interpretation of the
Qur' anic principles have been done by men (implying that no females were party
ro this discourse and discussion), and thus a ge neral bias is created in favour
men . 11 Furthermore, the social norms or the patriarchal mindset prevalent in
many countries have obscu red many of the origi nal purposes of the Q ur'anic
legislation.

I' Former Prime Minister of Pakistan, Benazi r Bhu[[o, claims "that

the subjugation of women in Islam "has got nothing ro do with the religion,

9

Supra note 7

10

Amina Wadud -Muhsin, Quran and Womm, in LIBERAL ISLAM, A SOU RCE BOOK
128 1998), Wadud-Muhsin's analysis of the Qu r'an includes a discuss ion of how the
Arabic language irsdf, which contai ns no neuter fo rm , muse be taken inw aceQ um when
determining whether ce rrain passages reAect an intent to es tabl ish mal es--as opposed (0

humankind in general--in a position of superiority.
DS Powers . 5rudirs in Qur'an and Hadith: Th~ formation

II

ofthe Islamic law o/inheritance,
14 (1986. Berkeley and Los Angeles) also see Anwar, Zainah, "Barriers afChange," New
York Tim", March 5, 2009; cired in John L. Esposito, T he Furure of Islam, Oxford
Universiry Press, 2010.

12

Courtney W. Howland, "The Challenges of Reli gious Fundamenralism to the Liberry
and Equaliry of Women, An Analys is under rhe Unired Nations Cha rter," 35 COLUM.
j. TRANSNAT'L L. 271 (1997).
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but it has gOt very much to do with material or man-made considerations. " She
concludes, "It is nOt Islam which is averse to women rulers, I think, - it is men-"
In addition to a history of male interpretation and legislation, "the resurgence
of Muslim fundamentalism in recent decades has had a profound impact
on the scarus of women in affected societies. In general, counrries in which
fundam entalist rule has taken hold have adopted rules that severely restrict
the rights of women to work outside the home, to appear unveiled in public,
or to protect their rights in the context of marriage and divorce. "I' Thus, the
rights of women in these male-dominated culrures have become vi rtually nonexistent. Yet, ironically, even these fundamentalist regimes illustrate a grudging
recognition of women's innate power, as their motivating theory seems ro be
that " ... women harbour the seeds of destruction of all sociery, and ro avoid
this, they and their sexualiry must be carefully conttolled."15
A Muslim woman was given power as well as the right to own, as well as manage,
properry and was given the right to inherit as a sharer in a deceased's property.
With education essential and obligatory on all Muslims, women became leaders
in many fields, "including the intellecrual pursuit of religious scholarship. "16
By thi s brief analysis, it beco mes very clear that Muslim women were definitely
not mea nt to playa docile role in society. Rather, Islam established equality
and dignity for both men and women. And , the personal laws, practices are
against the very notions, injunctions and principles of Islamic law.
Religion needs to be understood in its own paradigm. Thus, anyone wishing to
understand Islam must first separate religion from the cultural norms an d sryle
of a sociery. As according to Uzoamaka N. Okoye, "Female genital mutilation
13

Benazi r Bhutto, Politics and the Muslim Woman, in LIBERAL ISLAM: A SOURCEBOOK
111(1998).

14

Leila P. Sayeh & Adriaen M. Morse, Jr., "Islam and the Treatment of Women: An
In complete Understanding of Gradualism," 30 Tex. In ri L.J. 311 (1995).

15

Idat 313.

16

John G. Fleming, "Chan gi ng Functi ons of Succession Laws," 26 Am. j. Compo L. 233 ,
235 (1978).
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is still [practiced] in certain pockets of Africa and Egypt, but is viewed as an
inconceivable horror by the vast majority of Muslims. Forced marriages may
still take place in certain Indian , Pakistani and Bangladeshi communities, but
would be anathema ro Muslim women from other backgrounds. ""
Therefore, most Islamic feminists argue that women's rights under Islam cannOt
be made parallel to the Western movement for women's rights . "The majority of
Muslim women who are attached to their religion will not be liberated through
the use of a secular approach imposed from the outside by international bodies
or from above by undemocratic governments."" These feminists have argued
that the "Qur'an advances the rights of women and that Prophet Muhammad
surrounded himself with independent self sufficient women. They argue that
fatwas of jurists are in many ways diametrically opposed to Islamic teachings,
the Qur'an and the Sahih Hadith of the Prophet Muhammad. Islamic feminists
point to the many parts of the Qur'an that speak of the relations between the
man and the woman as being that of mutuality and reciprocity. ""
The verdict of Islamic jurisprudence is just the practical expression of the
dictates of the faith. Women, according to Sharia, are counterparts of men .'·
And in Islamic jurisprudence, there is no separate order of regulations for them.

17

Uzoamaka N. Okoye "Women's Righ[s Under th e Shari'a: A Flawed Application of the
Doerrine of "Separare, but Equal" 27 Wornm, Rights L. Rep. 103 (2006).

18

Leila P. Sayeh and Adriaen M. Morse. Jr. ," Islam and the Treatment of Women: An
Inco mpl ete Understanding of Gradualism," 30 Tex. IntI L.j. 311 (1995).

19

!d. ar 3 13

20

"0 mankind.' Fear your Lord Who (initiated) your creation from a single soul, then from it
CTl'l1ted its mate, and from theu two sprMd (the creation of) countless men and women," ((11-

Qur'an, 4: 1) This Verse clearly expounds that man or woman are created from a sin gle
e ntity and are basically equal genders. As a gender, one is not superior to the other.
Furrher, in another ve rse it is scated "And according to usage, women too have rights ova
men similar to the rights of men over wome1/. .. (al~Qltr'an, 2:228/This Verse denOtes that
rights enjoyed by men are the duties of the women and the duties of men are the rights of
women. This implies a similitude berween both the genders. There is no right confe rred
on man (hat woman may be deprived of beca use she is a woman. For details, see Abdur
Rab Rediscovaing Genuine Islam: The Cau for a Quran~Only Understanding, (Crea teS pace
Independent Publishing Platform , 2014.)
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There are, however, a few limited secondary regulations where a distinction is
drawn berween the rwo sexes.2I But, these are intended purely to enable both
to give a genuine expression of their faith in accordance with their respective
human nature. Islamic feminists, such as Azizah al-Hibri, argue that "there
must be a separation ofIslamic law from that ofIslamic culture to understand
that women's rights can exist under Shari' a. "22
To understand the properry rights of the Muslim woman in India, it is necessary
to understand the position and status of women in India in general and their
position within the Muslim Personal law practiced in India in particular. The
Indian Muslim woman is caught berween the loyalties toward her religion and
communiry and her own desire for a better future with greater and equal rights
and freedoms within the family and sociery."
Muslim women continue to struggle for their rights at the crossroads and
margins of Indian and Indian-Muslim sociery. Though it could be said there
is some progress in Islamic law, Muslim women are still governed by a separate
code of religious family law which is not codified and is outdated. Under this
21

This statement is in reference to fo llowing verses of the Quran, "Mm, however, have an
advantage over them. "(al-Qur'an, 2:228) Here the Qur'an refers co man's superiority by
vinue of his responsibility of protection and maintenance of woman and fulfilment of
their rights. Namre has made him snonger, more responsible and tolerant with reference to
mundane matters oftife. So man is held superior to woman in the grade of responsibility.

The second verse is: "Men are guardians and managers over women. "al-Qur'an, 4:34) Social
and societal strucru re of Islam is based on family system which can be secure if made
subserv ient (0 natural discipline. This Verse denotes support, protection and supervision
according to the Arabic usage of th e word "Qawawam" The relation between rights and
duties in Islam is reciprocal and cannOt be compartmentalized. However, man has been
made more responsible in connection with the performance of social and economic
obligations. Maintenance of woman is the basic responsibility of man in the Islamic Law.
At no place has this responsi bility been placed on woman. Thus, the Quran does nOt
really discriminate against women, and the verses that assign greater rights (0 men reAect
a patriarchal context in which men were dominant and solely responsible for supporting
women." Supra nare 12.

22

Ibid.

23

Zoya Hasan, "Religion , Feminist and Muslim Women Rights in India" in Kalpana
Kannibiran (Ed) Women and Law: Critical Feminist Perspective, 266 (Sage Law, 2014).
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code, Muslim women continue to suffer humiliations and disadvantages.
Another feature of this code is that it is regarded to be God-made and divine
and, thus, immutable and forever. According to Islamic Scholar Asghar Ali
Engineer," it is a result of colonial percept and interpretation, as the muslim
personal law understood in today's era is neither divine nor immutable. It is in
essence a combination of substantive law based on the Hidayah" and Anglo
Saxon law as administered in British courts during the colonial rule 26
As a result, the post-colonial Indian state has adopted what can only be referred
to as a colonial construct of the Muslim Law. On top of it, the Indian state has
adopted a dual system of equality which Subramanian 27 defines as "establishing
a formal equality within the public sphere and guarantees religious freedom
and ptotection to a minority within private spheres. " Majority of the feminist
scholars have argued that that type of stark distinction between the public and
private spheres has resulted in discrimination of women, as the area of family
law is governed by religion-based personal laws. 28

Inheritance under Islamic Law

MARRIAGE AS THE CONTEXT FOR SUCCESSION RIGHTS
Marriage is considered to be one of the most important instirutions of Islam.
The succession rights of Muslim women cannot be understood completely
24

Asghar Ali Engineer "Muslim Family Law," in Lotika Sarkar (ed/) Women and Law
Contemporary Problems, 50-62 (Vikas New Delhi.1994).

25

A traditional Hanan school text in Arabi c compiled in the] 2'h century, the standard
translation is found in Hamilton the Heclaya or guide: A commentary on the muss ulman

law (1891). Cited in David Pearl and Werner Menski, Muslim Family Law. 32. (sweet
and Maxwell 3" edition, 2015).
26

Supra note 24

27

Narendra Subramanian "Legal Change and Gender Inequality: Changes in Musl im

28

Flavia Agnes(ed) Worn," and La w in India (Oxford India Paperback. 2004), Archana
Parashar and Amita Dhanda (Ed), Redefining Family Law in India (Routl edge, India,
2008). Kalpana Kannibiran (Ed) Wom en and Law: Critical Feminist Perspective, 266 (Sage
Law, 2014).

Family Law in India" 33(3) Social Enquiry (2008 )
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without understanding the property rights of women within a marriage. fu
discussed, the prophet, after the advent ofIslam, brought considerable change in
the marriage laws prevalent in those eras. First and foremost was that consent of
women was necessary for a valid marriage, and seco ndly, was the introduction
of the concept of Mahr or dower, which means that a certain property is to be
paid ro the wife at the time of marriage as a token of respect. 29 This right given
ro the wife can in no circumstances be repudiated.'o This Mahr can be specified
or unspecified, prompt or deferred . Prompt dower is to be paid at the time of
marriage, whereas deffered dower can be asked for at any point in a marriage
and became payable at the time death of the husband ." She behaves like an
unsecured creditor in cases of deferred dower. Also, during the subsistence
of a marriage, it is the duty of the husband to take care of all the needs and
necessities of a fa mily. The wife is not obligated to spend any amount even if
she is earning."
Inheritance is an important branch of the family law of the Muslims. The Islamic
Law of Inheritance is also known as the "science of the shares" or the "ilm
a1-fara'id. " "There is a saying in Islamic legal literature that knowledge of the
laws of inheritance and its various shares constitutes one-half of all knowledge.
The Islamic inheritance scheme contains one of the most comprehensive and
detailed systems of success ion known to the world. The Qur' an clearly defines
its structure, and Islamic jurists have meticulously set forth all the details.""

29

Quean IV: 4- .. You mUSt give yo ur wives their dower as a legal obligation; but if they

forgo anything our of dower by their free w ill , (hen yo u accept it and enjoy it as a gifL "

30

Syed Arneer Ali, Mohammadan Law 53-4(Englis h Book Sto re, New Delhi, 4'h edn, 1985)

31

Tahir Mahmood Muslim Law in India andAbroad, 115 (Un ive rsal Law publication , New
Delhi, 2"" Edition , 2016)

32

SA. Kader, Muslim Law afMarriage and Succession, 37 (Eas tern Law House, Lucknow
1998).

33

Zainab ChaudhryZainab "Myth of Misogyny: A Reanalysis of Women's Inheritance In
Islamic Law" 6 I Alb. L. Rev. 511 (2007)
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Islam has outlined specifically the regulations concerning inheritance via the
Holy Quran. The regulation set in the Book is used as the basis of distribution
of the deceased's properties in Islam. The question is whether or not Islam dealt
fairly with this matter, especially with regard to the distribution to women
heirs ) Firstly, whether or not Muslim women can inherit at all out of what is
left behind by their family is nOt an issue, as the Holy Quran clearly stated:
"From what is left by parents and those nearest related, there is a share for men
and a share for women, whether the property is small or large, a determinate
share. "34
And, that is the clear revolution brought by Islam, as compared to the situation
prior to the Islamic era. Before the Quranic injunction on inheritance, the Arabs
tradition, in line with the early civilizations in the world, gave the entitlement
on inheritance of the deceased's properties exclusively ro the male relatives.
While the jahiliyah3S tradition in Arabs during that time considered a woman
as an object that can be inherited and can be easily abused, Islam improved the
status of a woman with regard to inheritance by giving her the right to inherit
properties from her family.
In order to venture into an exploration of modern Muslim women's relationship
to the property, a deeper and critical understanding of the unjust and
discriminatory family law in relation to property, and their unique position
and experience at the intersection of gender and religious discrimination has
to be taken into account. For this, a critical reading of Shariat application Act
1937, as well as the position of women in the scheme of succession under
Islamic inheritance, is required.

34

Surah-An-Nisa: 7 An Enlightenment Commentary into The Light o[the Holy Quean (The
Scientific and Religious Research Cencre, Iran. 2"d cdn 1995)

35

The period before the advent ofIslam, the meaning of (he word jahiliya is 'ignorance."
Bur according to European authors like Goldziher and Charles Lyall the word basically
means wildness or intrepidiry.
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INHERITANCE OF WOMEN UNDER QURAN
Islam began with a rational refreshingly humane law on women's property
rights, un parallel in the annals of the socio-legal history of the land. Islam in
the 7'h A.D. declared that: 36
"To the men belongs, what they earn, and to women, what they
earn"37

Islam acknowledged her human qualities in all cases, whether she is a wife or
mother, sister or daughter. She receives a certain share of the deceased kin's
property, a share which depends on her degree of relationship to the deceased
and the number of heirs. This is her share, and no one can take it or disinherit
her; even if the deceased wanted to deprive her by making a will to other
relations or in favour of any other cause, the law will not allow to do so. Any
proprietor is permitted to make his will within the limits of one-third of his
property. So he may not affect the rights of heirs, men or women."
Under Islam," the shares of female relatives are specifically provided. This
was done in order to elevate her position, but also simultaneously safeguard
her economic and social interest. Women inherit under Islamic Law in following Positions:

36

In most of religion world-wide, women had no or very lirde inheritance . Under Hindu
law, according to the ancient texts, women have no right in the inheritance. Same goes
for the Jewish as well as Christian women. For further discussion on this topic, see

Poonam Pradhan Saxena ,fomily law lectures fomily law II (Iexix nexis 2016), David Pearl
and Werner Menski , Muslim Family Law (Brite Books, Lahore, 1998), Noel J. Coulson,
A History ofIslamic Law, (Edinburgh: Edinb urgh University Press 1964), Shruti Pandey
"Property Rights ofIndian Women" 2Journal ofNHRC 10-24 (2003). Mary F. Radfo rd
"The Inheritance Rights of Women Unde r Jewish and Islamic Law" 23 B.C. Inti &
Com po L. Rev. 135 (2000), Flavia Agnes, Law, Gmderand Inequality, 20-2 1 (Oxford
University Press, New Delhi, 2004).

37

Surah-An-Nisa: 32 Supra nOte 20

38

I. A. Khan, "Women's Right co Property unde r Islam - Rhetoric or Reality" II KULR

131 (2004).
39

Here, in this paper, we are o nly dealing with (he Sunni School of inheritance, whi ch is
the majority school, and most of the fo ll owers in Ind ia are Sunnis.
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Mother: She occupies a safe position in the table of heirs. She is the all-time
inheritor of the deceased's ptoperry, as her place falls under the Quranic heirs. 40
Surah Ilof AI Nissa ptovides:
"And, for his parents, for each of them, there is one-sixth of the inheritance
if he has a child, but if he does not have a child and the parents are the heirs,
then for the mother one-third, ifhe has brothers (or sisters) then for the mother
one-sixth."4!

So, the true legal position regardinf, mother's right to inheritance is that her
share is 1/6 in all cases, but varies if with the existence of children, brother or
sister that is:
I.

When there are agnatic" descendants, she takes 1/6 of the properry
When neither father, nor agnatic, and nor brothers and sisters, she
takes 1/3 of the pro perry;

2.

When coexisting with father, but neither agnatic, nor brother or
sister, she takes 1/3 of the properry;

3.

When no agnatic descendants, but father co-existing with
more brothers or sisters, she takes 1/6 of the properry."

fWO

or

In these latter fWO cases, and any other cases where the estate is not exhausted,
the father, if alive, takes as both a Sharer" and a Residuary," although the father's
40

Under the Islamic law{Hanafi system) there are three rypes of heirs: Quranic heirs o r

Dhawul-Furud (Sharers), they are 12 in number out of which 7 are females. Agnatic H eir
or Asabar (Residuar ies); Uterine H eirs or dhawul-arham (Distam Kindered),

41

Surah -an-n isa: l1in supra note 40.

42

A person whose relation to {he deceased can be traced without the intervcmion offemale
links. E.g., so n's daughter.

43

Tahir Mahmood, Muslim Law 312 (LexisNexis Butterworth, New Delhi 3" edn, 2002)

44

Sharer means as Queanic heirs. Supra

45

Res iduary means as Agnatic heirs. Supra Note 39. A father is in the third place in the
scheme of residuary and can only be excl uded in presence of Son or so n's son. When exist
with son o r so n's son, he in he rits as a sharer or Quranic heir from where he can never be
excluded .
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specific share is not mentioned, both parents are mentioned in the beginning
of the verse. Applying principles ofQur'anic interpretation, it follows that the
latter clauses determine the shares of both the father and mother, even though
only the mother is mentioned. So, the father would receive his one-third or
one-sixth, depending on the situation. He would then change clauses and take
the remainder as Residuary, because he is the agnate relative closest in degree to
the deceased, excluding all collaterals. This verse emphasizes the equality of a
husband and wife, both living, inheriting equally from their children as father
and mother. Also, it especially highlights the mandatory share to the mother."
Widow wife: Wife is also included under the Quranic heirs, and she can be
excluded by none. According to Quranic injunction:
"And for them one-fourth of what you leave behind if you did not have a child,
but if you have a child , then for them one-eighth of what yo u leave behind,"
Her share is fixed to be 1/8 in presence of children or grandchildren of the
deceased and \4 in absence of children"
Daughter: She is entitled to share in the inheritance of her parents along with
her brothers, although the proportion of her brother and sister is different, the
distinction is founded on the relative position of her brother and sister'9 A
daughter is a Quranic heir and has definite share in the inheritance. She does not,
however, by reason suffer from any disability to deal her share of the ptoperty
and is absolute master of her inheritance. According to Quranic Injunction :

46

Ibid
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IV:12 in ",pra nOte 34.

48

Sura IV:7 Right in the property of parents and relatives are determined by law; also for

women; all of them must be given their shares; verily God shall be witness to everything:
All of these shares will be out of what is left; after [he payments of legacies and debts;
your parent and children are your nearest kin; and their shares are ordained by God; verily

God is all knowing all wise
49

Syed Ameer Ali , M ohnmmadan Law 53-4 (English Book Store, New Delhi, 4'h edn , 198 5)
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"If Daughters (rwo or more), their Share is rwo-thirds of the inheritan ce; if
on ly one, her share is half. ""
Under Quran , the daughter is primary heir and inherits in rwo ca pacities :
1.

Daughter

2.

Son's Daughter

A single daughrer or rwo or more Daughters without Son , inherir as class 1
heir. If daughter or daughters co-exist with son or sons, she inh erits as agnatic
heir of class II. son's Daughter.
Sister: She is a Quranic heir. Her share is Yz w hen o ne and 2/3 wh en rwo or
more in absence of son, son's child, fath er, true grandfather and brother. 51 In
presence of brother, she beco mes a residuary. When a sister exists with daughters,
she becomes a residuary. For example, a person di es leaving behind a daughrer,
mother and rwo sisters. The sha re of mother in presence of daughter is 1/6 ,
the share of one daughter is Yz , and the rest will be taken by the two sisters as
residuary in equal proportion. The situation of fu ll and consanguine sister is
the same. However, they are excluded in the presence of agnatic ascendants or
agnatic descendants.\Z Consanguine sisters are excluded in the case of full sisters;
however, a consanguine brother converts the consangu ine sister as res iduary. In
the presence of daughters or son's daughters, sister beco mes residuary, provided
they are not excluded otherwise."
Thus, in short, these were the shares of women in Islam.

50

IV: II in supra note 34 .

5 1 IV: 176 - God enligh tens yo u [rhus] about the laws concerning [inh erilan ce from ] lhose
who leave no heir in the clireCl line (walad): If a man dies childless and has a sister, she shall
inher; 1 one·half of what he has len, just as he shall inherit frolll her if she die!! childless.
Bur , if {h ere are {wo sisters, both [w gether] sh all have rwo·rh irds of what he has lef( ; and
if (here are brothers and sisters, chen the male shall have the equal of twO females' shares.
God makes [all thisl clear untO you, les t yo u go asrray; and God knows every thing.
52

Lucy Carroll, "The Hanafi Law oflnresrare Succession: A Sim plified Approach "4 Modern
Asian Stud ies, Vol. (I983)
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Now that the basic rules have been established, it will be helpful

to

consider

some applications of the aforementioned rules to other common hypothetical
examples, where men and women, of same class and not of the same class, are
inheri ting.
Example 1:

A woman dies, leaving no children or agnatic grandchildren. Her only survivors
are her husband and one full sister. In the distribution of her estate, her husband,
a Quranically defined Sharer, will take one-half since she left no children. Then,
her full sister, another defined Sharer in the absence of children and parents
of the deceased, will also take one-half. Here is a situation where a decedent's
estate is divided equally between one man and one woman.
Example 2:

A woman dies, leaving only her husband, one daughter, and one full brother.
The husband receives one-fourth of the estate because of the presence of a
child. The daughter, an only child, takes one-half of the estate. The remaining
one-fourth goes to the decedent's brother. Here, the female has taken twice the
share of both her father and her uncle.
Example 3:

A woman dies, leaving only her husband, her mother, her father, and one
daughter. In apportioning her estate, his husband will take one-fourth because
of the presence of the daughter. The deceased's mother and father will each
take a one-sixth share, again because of the presence of the deceased's child.
The daughter's defined share is one-half of the entire estate because she is the
only child. The final distribution is as follows: H= 1/4; M= 1/6; F= 1/6; D= 1/2
In this situation then, the daughter, a female, is receiving twice the share of her
father, and three times the share of her grandfather, both males.
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Example 4:
A person dies leaving behind a daughter and a brother's son. In this case, the
daughter will only get half whereas the brother's son will get other half as
residuary;" despite so removed from the deceased, his share is equivalent to
the daughter.

Example 5:
A person dies leaving behind daughter and son . Here, because of the presence
of son, daughter will become a residuary, and the property will be divided in
the ratio of 2: I. So, the final shares will be daughter = 113 and Son = 2/3.
Example 6:
A person dies leaving behind a brother and sister. Again , due to the presence
of brother, the sister shall become a residuary, and the property will be divided
in the ratio of 2: I.
We see that though there are circumstances where the females are getting equal
or more than the males, but the situations which are most common and where
the male and female are in same relationship to the deceased, or even when more
closer to the deceased, are given less property than their male counterpart on
account of the principle that "male should always inherit double of the females. »

As according to Richard Kimber, "The phrase 'the male shall have the same share
as two flmales, , taken out 0/context, is the linchpin 0/ the entire Sunni system. It
not only appears to endorse in a general way the system's discrimination in fo vour
0/males, but also provides a specific Quranic anchor for the Sunni device o/ta'slb.
By this device flmale agnates, if they happen to inherit in competition with their
male equivalents, are convertedfrom ahl al-ford'id entitled to large Quranic shares
into asaba' entitled like male agnates to a share o/the residue. But, once converted,
they receive, as the Quran seems to lay down, only half the eventual share 0/ the
54

He is the male agnati c heir. Only in absence of male agnatic heirs of the deceased , the
property can go co mpletely [Q (h e femal es.
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residue of their male equivalents. "To understand what Richard says, let's take
the example of a mother's share in deceased's property. She is regarded as a
Quranic heir and her share is accordingly fixed; if she exists with children , her
share is Jl6, if without children, her share is Jl3. The mother is regarded as
Quranic heir or non-residuary heir. If these verses are interpreted literally, then
in a situation where a women dies leaving behind a husband and parents, the
share of husband shall be Y2 as a Quranic heir or non-residuary heir, and the
share of mother will be Jl3 as a Quranic heir, and in this case, the father will be
left with only 1/6 as his residuary share. Under Sunni law, this was regarded to
be incorrect, and by method of tasib," it was agreed upon the here Jl3 means
1/3 of the residual property.
The exceptions made in the Inheritance Law suggest that the distinction made
in general between male and female heirs, giving the former dou ble the share
of the latter, is not essentially inherent in the Quranic Law itself. The provision
giving preference to the male over the female rather responds to the particular
socio-economic milieu of the time when the husband took full socio-eco nomic
responsibility to support the wife and the family as a whole. If this situation
changes, then there must be room for changes in the rules of the Inheritance
Law%
Thus, it can be argued that these traditional rules of inheritance create a biased
and problematic scenario in the modern societies. And yet, for the past several
decades, these have been defended by people on one or the other grounds. But,
truth is that all these defences are fundamentally flawed in their application to
the modern realities and are far removed from the logical point of view, as well.

55

Ibn 'Abbas is said to have accepted this unwelcome outcome , but the majori ty of {he

Sunnis decided that in this particular case the mothers' third must be a third of the res idue
afte r all, giving her a sixth Esta te, and the father a much more satisfacto ry third. In effect,
the Sunn i device of ta'slb is appl ied. despite the fact thar ra's lb applies strictly ro agnares,
which the morher by definition is nO[. The caliph 'Umar b. al- Khar. rb had to be invoked
ro just ify this serious anomaly in me Sunni sys tem ... see DS power srudies 55-56
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Rab, Abdur, Rediscovering Genuine Islam: The Case for a Quran-Only Undemanding,
Create Space Independent Publis hing Platform , 2014
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The most common defence given is that the Islam for the first time gave women
absolute right to ownership and property, and these laws were a great departure
from rhe pre-Islamic principles and customs. Without doubt, it is accepted
as well as appreciated that Islam was the first religion which bought drastic
change in the status and position of women in society. But, in addition to this,
a number of aspects of pre-Islamic Arabia inheritan ce rules (e.g. , the primacy
of agnatic heirs) were added which are not laid out in the Qur'an anywhere. ' These have not been reformed, just incorporated into the man-made system
that was formalised by the classical jurists one thousand years ago.
Also on a close reading of th e Quranic injunctions about the surviving relati ves'
inheritance rights in the deceased person's property, one significant conclusion
that emerges is that the primary intention of the Holy Quran was

to

provide

financial assistance ro the deceased 's relativel y weaker and disadvantaged
relatives, by giving them a larger portion shares of his or her inheritable property.
The direction is definitely egalitarian. \8 Even if we see the Islamic inheritance
rules in its pure textual context, there is ample scope available for bringing out
positive reforms, like judiciously using the existing provision ofliving will and
distributing a part of the property of the deceased to the weak and vulnerable
relatives and other deserving people. \?

57

In all the four sunni schools, th e preference [0 agna res over cogna tes is a mandawry
accepted rule. Lucy Carro ll , "The H anan Law of IIHcsrare Success ion: A Simp li fied
Approach "4 Modern As ian Studies, Vol. (1983)

58

Important verse in this regard is IV: 8 "wh en {he share in (he estate of deceased arc worked
out; if th ere arc non -heir relatives and orphans or indigcm; they should be g iven so mething
our of th e esta te; fear God and speak [Q them with sympa th y" Tahi r Mahmood Law in
the Quran: A draft Code (universal law publication , 2 nd edition 1996)

59

Holy Quran 11:180 "Ie is prescribed fo r you chat , should death approach any of you ,
if he leaves any assets, it is best that he leave a bequest for his parents and near relati ves
according to normal usage - a rrurhful o bli gation (haq) on the pan of the righteous"
and important verse in this regard is IV: 8 "when th e share in the es tate of deceased are
worked out; if there are non-heir relatives and orphans or indigent; th ey should be given
something out of the estate; fear God and speak to th em with sympathy. " See Shah ee n
Sardar Ali , "Gender and Human Right s in Islam and Inrernational Law: Equal Before
Allah , Unequal Before man?" Bosto n: Kluwer Law International (2000)
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One more defence which is vehemently put forward is that it is only in four
cases· o where a woman inherits less than men, whereas there are many examples
where she inherits equal or in fact more than the men and, also, she forms
the majority in sharers (8 out of 12) 6 1 But, this argument is a logical fallacy,
as those are the four cases which, in reality, comprise of the most important
familial relations, and she is treated less than her counterpart. Yes, she gets
more property when she inherits with her father's brother, but do they share
the same relationship with the deceased; bur as son and daughter of same man ,
they share the same relationship, and yet she is accorded half of what is given
to

her brother.

This is applied and regarded to be valid on the ground that Islam has put
obligation on the men ro provide for their wife as well as families and, in
addition, have to pay mahr ro the wife; on the contrary, there are no obligations
on women to provide for maintenance for the families and they are, in fact ,
supported by their father, brothers, uncles, husband, etc., and they use their
inheritance on themselves as well as any amount earned by them is their absolute
property."' As Zainab Chodhary argues, "If a man were to receive 100 gold
bars in the inheritance and his sister only 50, she will get another 25-50 in
mahr, while he will have to give away 25-50 to his wife for mahr, making their
situations equal in the end." This argument fell short in the modern society
where women are working and contributing equally to the household and
maintaining children as well as families. With inctease in education, women
are working more as well as earning equal and, at times, more than men and
equally shouldering the responsibilities of family and household. These changing
norms mean that the argument that men require more inheritance as they
support their families and maintain children and wives holds little weight in
60
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The four cases are: Son and daughter, brother and sister, husband and wife and mo the r
and father.

Zainab Chaudhry, "The Myth of Misogyny: A Reanalysis of Women's Inheritance In
Islam ic Law," 61

Alb. L. Rev. 511 (1 997).
62

Zainab Chaudhry, "What is Our Share~ A Look at the Laws of Inheritance ," AziZlZh

Magazine , Vol. 3, Issue 3 (Aug. 2004).
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the current socio-economic conditions. OJ Furthermore, the argument that the
mahr amount given to her ar rhe rime of marriage ca n be used as suppOrt is
nor feasib le in rhe modern rimes where ir has ofren beco me symbolic or token
amount rhar can nor be used as a means of suppOrt and for which a man doesn'r
have to part wirh lor of inheritance. For example, in Malaysia, rhe government
aurhorities have ser a minimum amount ofUSD 20 or less . A large majority of
Malays ian men believe thar rhis is rhe only amount rhey need to pay.'" As far as
India is concerned, it is believed rhar Mahr is an amount payab le at divorce"'
or ar rhe dearh. 66 Thus, in reality the men are neither complerely supporting
their wives or the family, nor providing subsrantial amount of Mahr to rhe wife.
And rhe mosr important defence used is rhese provisions were revealed to
Propher of Islam, and rherefore they ca n neirh er be amended nor reformed 6 '
Ir is true thar so me of rhe provisions were revealed, bur rhe majority of rhe
class ical inherirance law is man-made and rhe result of human interprerarion.
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Zeinab Radwan, " Women's inhc rirance in Islam ," Narional Co uncil for Women (Egype),
9 March 2002, available ar <hnp:l/www.arab womenconnecLorg/doc s/ EG_ NCW_
inherirance.doc>. accessed 21 " march 20 17.

64

Mark Cammack, "Inching roward Equal ifY: Recenr Devclopmenrs in Indones ian
inheritance Law, " Women Living Under Muslim Laws, Dossier 22, January 2000, availab le
at <http Jlwww.wluml.org/ engli sh/pubs/ rrfldossiers/dossie r22ID22-I I-roward-equal.rrf
accessed 22may 20 17
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Section 3 of MWD Ac{ 1986 which s cates Notwithstanding anything comain ed in any
other law for the time being in fo rce, a divorced woman shall be emi ti ed to--(a) a reasonable and fair provision and maintenance to be made and paid to her with in
the iddat period by her former husband;
(b) where she hersel f maintain s th e children born to her before or after her divo rce, a
rea..<;onab le and fair provisio n and maintenan ce ro be made and paid by her former
husband for a period of two years from the respecrive dates of birth of such ch ildren ;
(c) an amount equal to the sum of mahr or dower agreed to be paid ro her at (h e time
of her marriage or a( any time thereafter acco rdi ng [0 Muslim law; and
(d) all the properties given to her before or at the time of marriage or after th e mar riage
by her relat ives or friends or the husband or any relati ves of th e husband or his
friends.
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Noel j. Coulson, A HistoryoJfrlamic Law, Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press (J 964).
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The proof of this interpretation is the diversity in the different schools68 - if
the rules were divinely revealed, there would not be five very different versions
of them G 9
With rega rd to the Quranic laws being immutable, Muslim modernists such
as Fazlur Rahman 70 have argued that the rule of the Qur' an should not be
interpreted as an eternally binding rule oflaw, but instead should be viewed in
the context of numerous reforms that the Qur' an made, improving the overall
social status of women. H e argues that Muslims need ro pay attention ro the
major socio- moral objectives of the Quran, whi ch are "the moral conduct of
man and the establishment of an order of socioeconomic justice and essential
human egalitarianism. With changi ng times and context, human perceptions
of what constitute justice also change. Even though the Quran did no t declare
an outright ban on human slavery, no sane person would say today that we
should have slavery in our modern society."71 Thus, when Quranic legislations
are read in this context, it can eas ily be argued that the aim of the Qur' an with
respect to social relations was one of equali ty, but its specific rules represented
the practical limit of how far such reforms co uld be taken in light of the
circumstances of seventh-century Arabia.
68

Under Islamic law the re are two Major schools - Sh ia and Sunni School , whi ch are
further divided inco th ree and four schools. respecri veiy. And , all these schools apply (he
laws of inh eritance diff'erencly. An example can be given of how the five major schools
inrerprer (he maximum amount of the estate which ca n be g iven to a female as an heir.

According to Shaifei an d Maliki school, the daughters! sisters can inherit maximum up ro
2/3 of th e estate, and the res[ shall go to th e nearest agnat ic male heir, and if there is no
agnatic mal e, the prope rty will go to the estate. On the othe r hand, Hambali and H anan
schoo ls believe that in absence of mal e agnati c heir, the females can inherit the residue,
meaning (he whole estate. On the co ntrary, the Shia school argues rhat femaJes ca n inherit
the entire estate, as they give no preference to mal e agnatic heirs. Both mal es as well as
females ca n be residuary. It is not poss ibl e to discuss this in detail in this paper. Ham id
Khan , Islamic Low of lnh~ritana: A Comparativ~ Study with Focus on Ream Riforms in
the Muslim Countries, Karachi: Pakistan Law House Platinum Publishing ( 1998).
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Hamid Khan, Islamic Law oflnhrritana: A Comparative Study with Focus on R~cent Reforms
in the Muslim Countries, Karachi: Pak ista n Law H o use Plat inum Publishing ( 1998).
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Rahman , Fazlur, hlam & Modernity: Transformation ofan lm~Ilectuai Tradition, Unive rsiry
of C hi cago Press, C hicago, London, Paperback Ed ition , 1984.
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It should always be kept in mind that though there are certain verses in Quran
dealing with the inheritance law, the entire scheme of inheritance is not
revelation or even Sunnah of the Prophet; they are not part of Shariat, but are
result of Fiqhn The intricacies of the rules of inheritance which are followed
have taken shape in the years after the death of the Prophet (s.a.w.), with a
comprehensive code laid out by the classical jurists during the formative period
of Islamic law."
As a lot of aspects of the rules of inheritance were derived thro ugh hum an
interpretation, they can be reformed through human interpretation. Islam
is a dynamic religion for all times and places, and thus its laws should also
be dynamic so as to be applied to the needs of changing societies. As Amina
Wadud" aptly says, "While we cannot say that these scholars were "wrong" in
their interpretations, considering the ci rcumstances of their lives and societies,
we would be wrong if we follow the classical scholars blindly instead of doing
what is best for our time and society."
Thus, to say that laws of inheritance are immutable and not subject to change
is not only an incorrect position, but it is also a source of gender bias and
denies women their rightful status and position as envis ioned by the Prophet
and the H oly Quran.
The notion of gender equality in the spiritual sense as supported by numerous
verses in the Quran" has also entered into the legal discourse, and the jurists
have assumed that in the absence of evidence to the contrary, legal texts whether granting rights or imposing obligations - apply equally to both men
and women."
72

Fiqh is man-made law based on {he knowledge of the Quran and Sunnah (the two
important so urces of Islamic Law), The wo rd fiqh means intell igence and afoqih is a

juris{, who with kn owledge and independent judgment arrives at a point oflaw. See AAA
Fyzee Out/in" ofMuhammaddn Law (Oxfo rd India, 5'h edition 2009).
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Mohammad Mustafa Ali Khan Islamic Law of Inheritance .-A new Approach, 23 (I 989,

Kitab Bhawan, New Delh i
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MUSLIM PERSONAL LAW (SHARlAT APPLICATION) ACT
Since the M uslim Law was largely uncodified , the Anglo-Indian courts
recognised the custom ary laws of the Indian communities, most of which
denied inheritance to women. Like the courts, the politics of British raj pursued
no consistent poli cy with regard to the ptoperty rights of the women?? The
impact of the Anglo Indian co urts and administration on the questio ns relating
to women's inheritance and conttol of property was uneven. Sometimes the
courtS confirmed those rights,78 sometimes enhanced, and sometimes denied
them. " The custom could sometimes be invoked to abrogate rights which the
Quran enjoined.
The position of women was seriously undermined by the then prevaili ng
customs. Inheritance in particular has continued to be ruled by customs,80
often excluding wo men, amo ng numerous communities of Muslim . T he Shariat
Application Act, 1937, aimed at correcting such defects.
T he Shariat Act made ineffective, in their appli cation to the Muslims, the
provision found in some ptovisional civil courts laws'l under section 2" however,
77

Al an Mercalf, Land, Land lord and British Raj 220, (Berkeley. N. V. 1979)

7S

See Murrow Bibi v Jumna Bib i 12 ILR264 (Alld).

79

Khanum Jan v Jan Bibi 4 SO AR 210 (CAL.).
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Muhammad Komi! v Imtiaz Fatima (190S)36 lA 2 10
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Some of these laws are:
I. Bombay Regularion IV of 1ST
2. Pu njab Laws AcrsIS - 2
3. Central Provinces Laws Act 1875
4. Oudh Laws ACt 19- 6.
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Notwithstanding any customs or usage to the contrary, in all questions (save questions
relating to agric ultural land) regarding intestate succession, special property of females,

including personal property inherited or obtained under contract or gift or any other
provision of Personal Law, marriage, dissolution of marriage. including talaq. ila, zmar,
)ian , khula and mubaraat, maintenance, dower. guardiansh ip, gifts. trusts and trust
properties, and wakfs (other than charities and charitable institutions and charitable
and religio us endowments) the rule of dec ision in cases where the parties are Muslims
shall be the Muslim Personal Law (S hariat)
16 2
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specifically excludes from its purview "all questions relating to Agricultural
Land, and charities, Charitable institutions and religious endowments."
The object of section 2 was, fi rstly, to abrogate custom and usage which may be
contrary to principles of Muslim law and, secondly, to grant certain exceptions'3
Section 2 of the Shariat appl ication act 1937 refers to "special property" of
the females , including personal property inherited or obtained under any
contract or gift or any other provision of law, and compulsorily subj ects all
such property ro Islamic law. In Islamic law, all inherited property is held by
women in absolute ownership. As regards "pro perty obtained under contract
or gift," the terms of contracts or gift, unless they are contrary to basic policies
oflslamic law on women, would govern the rights in it."
Section 385 of the act mentions "will , legacies and adoption ," and an option is
given to the individuals wherher they want ro be governed by Musl im law or
customs. Ifhe wants to be govern by the Act, he is required to give a declaration
in a prescribed form to the prescribed authority that he is a Muslim who is
competent to contract and is resident in territories where the act extends .
83

T he power of testamentary succession enjoyed by few communities was not taken away.
Thus, they may follow a custom which aJlows disposition of whole property by way of
wi ll , which is clearly un· Islamic.
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Tahir Mahmood. "Islamic Laws and Muslim Women in Modern India" 6 Religion and
Law Review 34 (I 997).
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Power to make a dcclaration.-ill Any person who satisfies the prescribed aurhoriry-

hl that he is a Muslim; andfhl that he is competent to COntract within (he meaning of
section 11 of the Indian Contract Act, 9) 1872 of 1872); andhl that he is a resident
of-4 [the territo ries ro which this Act extends], may by declaration in [he prescribed form
and filed before the prescribed authority declare that he desires to obtain the benefit
oP [the provisions of this section], and thereafrer the provisions of section 2 shall apply
to the declarant and all his minor ch ildren and their descendants, as if in addition to the
matters enumerated therein, adoption, wills and legacies were also specified.
(2) Where the prescribed authority refuses to accept a declaration under sub~section (1),
the person desiring to make the same may appeal to such officer as the State Government
may, by general or special order, appoint in th is behalf, and such office may, ifhe is sat isfied
that the appellant is entitled to make the declaration, order the prescribed authority to
accept (h e same.
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Now, if the Basic idea behind the Shariat Act was to abrogate customs which
were contrary to Muslim Law, it appears curious, to say the least, that many
things have bee n left on the sweet wish of the parti es to follow the Muslim law
or nor. Whatever might have been the reason for the inclusion of this provision,
it is in direct negation of the Act itself. The provision of the section is illogical
and also unconstitutional. Under the Islamic laws of will, a person can only
bequeath 113 of his properry; the remaining 2/3 is required to be devolved in
accordance to the rules of Islamic inheritance. But, with the application of
this provision, a person can bequeath her entire properry by pleading custom,
which in turn defeats the provision of mandatory application of Islamic law
of inheritance.
The courts have rightly held that any custom or practice which excludes females
from inheritance, even if proved, cannot be allowed, as it shall be against the
very purpose of Shariat application act. 86 It should be noted that there are a lot
of elements included in this personal law which are not based on the Shariat and
which are applied as a matter of "j ustice, equiry and good conscience," and yet
others were abolished - for instance, the judge need not necessarily be a Muslim;
or apostasy to be punished by death penalty or, in case of adultery, women be
stoned to death , or prohibition on marriage of Muslims ro non-Muslims, etc.
This ptoves that Muslim Personal law in this co untry is not "non-negotiable,"
and progressive reforms can be demanded and be made from time to time.
Moreover, there have actually been some changes made post-independence.
Apart from shariat application Act, there are so me parallel local acts for
communities like Memons" and Mapilla" muslims which are governed by
their own versions of Shariat," like Cutchi Memons who were unhappy with
86

Mohammad Sandhukhan v. Ratnam AIRI 958 Mad 144.
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the individual option given in the Shariat Application Act and demanded the
laws of inheritance should be applied generally to all Muslims without option.
Thus, this led to the passing of Cutchi Memon Act of 1938, which completely
nullified the effect of section 3 of the Shariat act and made it mandatory for
Cutchi Memons to be governed by Mohammedan law in all the matters of
succession and inheritance?O
Whereas the Mappilas community, especially the tribes following the
marumakatyam law, are governed by their own Mappila Marumakatyam act,
and it has been held in several cases" by the Madras High Court that the
Shariat Act did not have the effect of abolishing the Mappila Marumakatayam
law of matrilineal joint families. With the enactment of Kerala Joint Family
Abolition Act 1975 , all the joint families whether matrilineal or patrilineal
have been abolished, but, interestingly, the long list of repealed local acts does
not include Muslim Marukatayam Act 1963. It seems very unreasonable that
though the parent law has been abolished for an entire majority community, a
small section of Muslim community conrinues to follow it despite the fact that
in their own personal law, there is no concept of joint family system. Recently,
in a Lakshadweep casen decided by the Kerala High Court, this viewpoint has
been supported and the continuation of this act held to be unconstitutional

It is very clear from the above discussion that Muslim Personal Law is in need
of a serious reformation. There is contradiction between the provisions as well
as the parallel laws working alongside.

which remained in force till 1956. This was then repealed and replaced with the ceorral
Shariar Act by the Miscellaneous Personal Laws (Extension) Act 1959.
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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS
We see that in India there is an increasing demand both among the Theologists
as well as legislature that the Shariat Application Act should be amended and
women be given property rights in agriculture land also to make it in complete
consonance with Islamic law. Under Islam, there is no distinction between
agricultural or other property. Therefore, no distinction should be made. Bu t,
as we already discussed whether this amendment in the Act will improve the
condition of women is doubtful. when it has been perceived that Islam in itself
does not give equal property rights ro women.
Another important facet to be understood is the dilemma faced by the present
generation of the Muslims because of the belief that the Laws ofHoly Quran
are not man-made and thus cannot be changed or modified by humam. This
makes the position of Muslim women very dicey, as if she agrees with the
present system of law, she tends to compromise with her rights, and if she goes
against the established law, she is not respecting her faith and going against the
commandment of Allah. Thus , there needs to be awareness in this regard that
the inheritance rules are neither divine nor immutable. The legislatures have
the authority as well as power to bring about gender equal inheritance laws.
Prophet Mohammad (SAW) brought a revolutionary change in the status of
women of that time and for many years. The reforms brought by Prophet of
Islam regarding the status of women were pathbreaking, and keeping in mind
the society of that time, it is not possible to bring absolute changes in ones
ideas and beliefs overnight. They need to be slowly and gradually moulded and
changed. So, in the longer run, they are accepted and respected by the society
at large'3 It is believed that Islam is a religion for all times and places because it
is dynamic and sensitive to the changing needs of times and societies . It cannOt
remain stagnant, especially if it includes aspects that are unjust or unfair. 94
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Islam needs to be understood as a social reform movement by Muhammad to
teach the barbaric Arabs the laws of human ity and to respect everyone, whether
women or vulnerable. T he Prophet of Islam paved the path for emancipation
of women and was a social reformer in every sense. What he started was the
beginning of the reform and not the end's Ptophet of Islam propagated the
idea of equality all his life. In the last sermon at haj j, he clearly stated:

"All mankind is from Adam and Eve, an Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab,
nor a non-Arab has any superiority over an Arab; also a White has no superiority
over a Black, nor a Black has any superiority over a White except by piety and good
action. Learn that every Muslim is a brother to every Muslim and that the Muslims
constitute one brotherhood. Nothing shall be legitimate to a Muslim which belongs
to a follow Muslim unless it was given freely and willingly. " 96
In the entire sermon the Prophet talks about superiority of one the Almighty
and equality of all others.

SUGGESTIONS

So therefore, before we decide that there is a need to bring changes in the present
personal law, rhe true spirit of Islamic law and, then, what exactly are the
demands of Muslim women in India are to be understood, and whether by
providing an equal share in property, the desired result be achieved .
It is to be seen that in our present society, Indian women are not in a position
to take responsibility as well as maintenance of a family. Majori ty of the female
population is still dependent on the male. First, what is needed is to reduce this
dependency for which equal share is one way, but it cannot work until there
is a change brought in the mindset as well as beliefs of the patrilineal society.97
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Furthermore, the laws relating to dower and maintenance need to be unified
and codified. The Supreme Court recently in deciding a maintenance case"
categorically held that a divorced wife has a right to be maintained in si milar
fashion as when she was a wife. This proactive approach of judiciary can go a
long way in solving interpretational issues of Islamic law.
What is most required is that the Muslim women must overcome the patriarchal
infusion of Islamic law to be able to assert their rights provided under Islamic
law. Although the Qur'an and subsequently the Shari'a asserts difference
between men and women, we also cannot ignore the Qur' an or the life of the
Muhammad in the Sunnah and his relationships with his wives." Whether
women can achieve equity under Islamic law will remain a question , particularly
since the definition of equity also remains a question. Islamic women seemingly
do not desire equity as defined by the feminist movement in the United States.
What is desired is an adherence ro the Shari'a. "Human rights principles
regarding women as expressed in the International Bill of Human Rights are
more consistent with the fundamental tenets of Islamic law. "'oo
In India, the problem has been that the courts as well as legislature have never
tried to bring the laws in consonance with the true Islamic principles. The policy
of not interfering with personal laws has cost Muslim women dearly. Islam , as
it is understood and interpreted, violates rights and dignity of Muslim women.
Without understanding the true dictates of Islamic principles and blindly
following the un-Islamic fatwas, Muslim ulemas have severely deteriorated the
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autonomy and life of Muslim women .'o, There is no platform in the current
discourse for her to speak her mind or assert her rights. Religion is used as a
shield to counter the voices of equality, liberty and speech.
Therefore, in order to counter the forces of culture and religion, it has become
imperative to understand true Islamic law and its principles in order to start a
discourse to bring about amendments and change the perspective of understood
Muslim law. In Indian context, a sincere effort is required to codifY the Islamic
lawlo ,
Too much toom for interpretation is leading to confusion and injustice.
A combined effort is required from the side of state, learned ulemas and
representations from Muslim community, including women representatives, so
as to give them voice as to what their specific needs and requirements are. For
this, Lessons can be taken from other Muslim countries,03 which have codified
and reformed Islamic law, providing equal rights and opportunities to women.
We need to understand thar Quran is a constitution on whose principles laws
can be made taking into consideration the needs and requirements of present
times.

An-Na'im argues that for human rights to have any legitimacy in the Islamic
world, they must be located within the framework oflslam. He suggests that it
is possible to reinterpret the Shariat so as to be consistent with the ptotection
of women's rights and with notions of universal human rights. The logical

101 The Facwa given in the Imrana Rape case in 2005. or different farwas coming from different
clerics, from the 3nire to be worn , ro talking on phones.
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103 Philippines, Sudan , Egypt, Turkey, Iraq , Iran, Syria and many more. For derails, see Supra
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extension of this argument, applied to Muslim women in India, would be a call
for the reform of Muslim personal laws by reading in human rights guarantees.

It is suggested that to achieve more power for women , we must increase
awareness oflaws thtough educational institutions, general awareness and legal
awareness programmes; sensitize Judiciary, administrators and legislarors about
implementation of laws in letter and spirit.
The problems are immense, born from society as well as creating a political will,
but there has to be a start somewhere, and due to apprehension of difficulties,
dignity cannot be denied to women.
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